Since we were founded in 2003, Bench Tree has consistently provided reliable and accurate MWD and LWD solutions that have helped exploit shale plays around the world. By understanding and meeting our clients’ needs, we have revolutionized directional and formation evaluation systems. We know what downtime can mean, so we set new standards for reliability, compatibility, short lead times and responsiveness.

By blending the solid methods of tenured industry professionals with fresh perspectives and technologies for today’s evolving rigs, Bench Tree offers the industry with superior legacy and next-generation MWD and LWD products and support, especially in high-temperature environments.

Our global client base includes a mix of top-tier and independent organizations:
- Horizontal drilling service providers
- Directional drilling service providers
- MWD-LWD service providers

68% of independent service providers use some form of Bench Tree technologies to help maintain a competitive advantage.

Bench Tree products have been used in thousands of wells around the world and in 100% of the drilling basins in North America.
Unwavering Commitment to Quality
- Expert engineering team focused on accuracy and rugged reliability
- Rigorous specification and testing of incoming components
- Final assemblies proven to extremes, exceeding industry requirements
- IPC-A-610- and IPC/WHMA-A-620-certified instructors (CIT) on staff
- Experienced production, QA, repair and technical service personnel

Dedicated Customer Service
- Aggressive R&D staff with an eye on evolving industry needs
- Flexible design and production; custom configurations are available
- Dedicated sales engineers; needs assessment specialists
- Extensive product documentation and training
- Responsive 24/7 technical support
- Industry-leading turn times on Bench Tree and third-party equipment maintenance and repairs
- World-class calibration lab on site

Comprehensive Product Offering
- In-house designs for 150°C, 175°C, 185°C and 200°C environments
- Custom, semi-custom and standard survey sensor systems and magnetometers
- Downhole controller boards with memory and shock monitoring; power supplies; and multi-module communications port
- Advanced rig floor display system
- Propagating wave resistivity system; mud pulse receiver
- Survey on connection, MWD and LWD systems

Contact us for more information as we continue to set new industry standards for reliable and quality MWD-LWD products and services.

Visit our website for information on our U.S. and international patents.

www.benchtree.com
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